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ENGEL AUSTRIA GMBH

Manufacturer of Injection Molding Machines and Automation 
Solutions

Austria

1 SOURCE DESIGN

Tool and Die

Canada

AMT DIE CASTING

State-of-the-art molds and technology High-quality and high-
integrity castings Precision machining and finishing Aluminum 
and zinc alloys

Canada

CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF MOLDMAKERS (CAMM)

The Canadian Association of Mouldmakers is a not for profit 
industrial organization consisting of mould makers and their 
integrated mold making network

Canada

C-MAC ULC

Designers and manufacturers of microelectronic devices and 
systems. Product details, examples of uses and technical data.

Canada

CONCEPTROMEC EXPORT INC.

Design and manufacturing of automated equipment for the 
automotive sealing field.

Canada

CS COMMUNICATION & SYSTEMES INC

CS conducts large, complex projects that include development 
and maintenance of technical information and real-time 
systems to satisfy the most rigorous requirements for safety and 
operational reliability.

Canada

EXPORT QUEBEC

Unit of the Department of International Relations, La 
Francophonie and Foreign Trade, which support companies to 
develop, strengthen and diversify their markets outside Québec 
with services tailored to their needs

Canada

FIBROTEK ADVANCED MATERIALS

Fibrotek offers a full service of precision machining, CNC mold 
making, prototype molds, engineering and design department.

Canada

KONNEXIO INC.

Assembly Automation Machines, Testing Machines.

Canada

LAVAL INTERNATIONAL

Mould construction, engineering changes and refurbishment

Canada

LIBERTY SPRING CANADA

Liberty Spring is a world class spring manufacturer specialized in 
the area of custom high precision springs. The Company was 
one of the first to master the complex cold bending of very hard 
materials specific to the needs of the automotive industry

Canada

MI INTEGRATION

Automotive sealing systems, military components

Canada

NTS

NTS was founded to offer manufacturing and engineering 
businesses

Canada
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OPTIMOULE INC

Designing, manufacturing, modifying and repairing molds for 
over 25 years

Canada

PLASTIQUES MOORE

Injection molding, assembly

Canada

POITRAS FOUNDRY LTD

Foundry, cast iron drivetrain components

Canada

PROCECO LTD

 Manufacturer of aqueous metal parts cleaning and surface 
treatment equipment used throughout the industrial 
manufacturing and remanufacturing industries worldwide

Canada

ULTRATAINER INC

Ultratainer is a manufacturer of heavy-duty wire mesh products 
such as order pickers, carts, security cages and containers with 
lid

Canada

QIJIANG CHANGFENG GEAR (GROUP) CO.,LTD

Axle Gear,Transmission Gear,Crwon Wheel & Gear,Shaft 
Gear,Precious Forging Gears

China

TIANJIN TIWI GEAR CO., LTD

 manufacture of gears used for automobile

China

PROESA EL SALVADOR

Export and Investment Promotion Agency of El Salvador

El Salvador

ACTUAPLAST

Design, prototyping, moulds manufacturing, parts 
manufacturing in injection or in 2D/3D suction blow moulding in 
small and medium series.

France

AD ACCESS

We are specialized in vehicle embedded instrumentation, 
democar or labcar development and test benches performing. 
Our experimental data base is one of our assets to realize your 
projects. 

France

ATELIERS DES JANVES

Major manufacturer of forged parts. We produce more than 20 
millions of cracked and conventionnal connecting rods per year.

France

BUSINESS FRANCE

French agency for international business development

France

GEORGES PERNOUD

Manufacture of molds for the production of technical parts and 
thermoplastic thermosetting.

France

L.G.C. - LA GOUPILLE CANNELÉE

Production of mechanical transmission and engine elements. 
Cylindrical fasteners and assembly elements in mass production.

France

SARREL

European leader for electroplating on plastic parts.

France
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SISE

Specialist in temperature control systems and process mainly 
dedicated to the processing industry of plastics by injection

France

ZYLIA TECH

Quality global software provider, helps the manufacturing 
process optimization: from the development phase to the life 
series, S.E.S.A.ME provides the necessary indicators for decision 
making

France

AUTOMOTIVE SAARLAND

Automotive Cluster for the Saar Region, Germany

Germany

CML SERVICE GMBH

Provider of printed circuit board solutions

Germany

COMLET VERTEILTE SYSTEME GMBH

Comlet is a specialized development services provider in the 
field of embedded systems

Germany

DODUCO GMBH

Precision metal stamping and overmolding of terminals, lead 
frames, etc. for the transmission of electrical current in 
automotive applications

Germany

FELSS HOLDING GMBH

Manufactures of metal processing machines and components 
for diverse sectors such as the automotive industry. The cold 
forming processes rotary swaging, axial forming, bending, 
autofrettage and tube end forming are central to the technology

Germany

FLAIG + HOMMEL GMBH

An innovative company with a long-standing tradition in the 
cold forming sector. Our main focus is the fastening technology

Germany

HILGER U KERN GROUP - DOPAG

Supply of Lubrication equipement 

Germany

HÖRNLEIN UMFORMTECHNIK GMBH

Optimal solutions - starting with sophisticated deep-drawn and 
stamped components right through to the mounting of complex 
assemblies and the forming of tubes		

Germany

HUTCHINSON STOP-CHOC

Development and manufacture of components such as slots, 
consoles and cabinets

Germany

LACKWERKE PETERS GMBH + CO KG

Coating Innovation for Electronics

Germany
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LEICHTBAU BW GMBH - LANDESAGENTUR FÜR LEICHTBAU 

BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG

The Development Agency for Lightweighting Baden-
Wuerttemberg is a fully state owned and non-profit company 
whose goal is to unite businesses and researchers to help turn 
BW into one of the world's leading locations for lightweight 
technology 

Germany

OSHINO LAMPS GMBH

R&D and manufacturing of automotive illumination systems for 
interior and exterior car and truck applications; Incandescent 
lamps for automotive, laser systems for visual applications

Germany

PILLER ENTGRATTECHNIK GMBH

High pressure deburring and cleaning solutions for industrial 
parts (automotive, hydraulic, pneumatic and medical Industry)

Germany

ROBERT BOSCH GMBH

Automotive equipment - ABS and braking systems, lighting 
technology, management systems for gasoline engines; 
bodywork electrics, body electronics; diesel fuel-injection 
equipment, mobile communications, semi-conductors and 
electronic control units

Germany

SCHWEIßDRAHT LUISENTHAL GMBH

Producer of high quality specialities with the main focus on 
wires and rods for the gas shielded arc welding of hard surfacing 
and tool steels as well as wires for thermal spraying

Germany

SEMVOX GMBH

Innovative solutions and technologies for voice control, mobile 
applications and pro-active assistance in dialog systems, based 
on the latest AI technology

Germany

WIRTHWEIN AG

50 years of innovative plastics processing, Thermoplastic 
injection molding of complex plastic parts; Development, 
construction, mold making, production, assembly, quality 
assurance and logistics.Certification according to ISO TS 16949.

Germany

ZF FRIEDRICHSHAFEN AG

Transmissions: Manual and automatic transmissions for 
passenger cars, trucks, buses and special vehicles; continuously 
variable transmissions for passenger cars; hydrodynamic and 
hydrostatic power-shift transmissions for agricultural and 
construction

Germany

ZSK STICKMASCHINEN GMBH

Technical Embroidery Systems for:

Germany

INHDELVA FREE TRADE ZONE/KATTAN GROUP

The Kattan Group is an active player in a wide range of 
industries including apparel, communications, real estate, 
transportation, and construction.

Honduras

2 A SPA

2A is a worldwide group leader in the aluminum high-pressure 
die casting oriented and specialized in the development and 
production of components from few grams up to the biggest in 
the market produced with several machine of 4.500 tons. 

Italy

A.C.S.A. STEEL FORGINGS SPA

Closed die hot steel forgings from 4 to 500 pounds under 
presses ranging from 1600 to 6300 tons and hammer of 35,000 
kgm

Italy
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ANFIA - ASSOCIAZONE NAZIONALE FILIERA INDUSTRIA 

AUTOMOBILISTICA

Italian National automotive cluster

Italy

ARGIRO GROUP SRL

Engineering and construction of machines for automotive 
sectors

Italy

BRETON SPA

Production of 3,4,5, and 6 axis upper gantry machining centres 
for the processing of components in composite materials, 
aluminum, steel and super-alloys in the aerospace, automotive, 
general engineering areas

Italy

CENTRO ESTERO PER L'INTERNAZIONALIZZAZIONE S.C.P.A.

From Concept to Car provides foreign buyers with the 
opportunity to get in touch with over 150 top-flight suppliers, 
together potentially able to manufacture a vehicle from the 
drawing board to mass production logistics and services

Italy

COMAU

Design and build of automated powertrain component 
assembly and test equipment and integrated systems.

Italy

EASY RAIN SRL

Easy Rain’s mission is to improve the safety of any wheel 
vehicle, thanks to an intelligent system of jets of fluid capable of 
contrasting the HYDROPLANING phenomenon (a problem and 
need which is not currently addressed by any safety device).

Italy

ELETTROSYSTEM

Dealing  in industrial automation. Scopes where Elettrosystem 
matured its knowhow and registered patents are various: 
automotive, biomedical, measurement, white, electromechanic 
and, especially, laser applications.

Italy

HT&L FITTING ITALIA SRL

Fitting

Italy

JOBS SPA

Production of high performance milling machines and 
machining centers, in particular for 5-axis high speed and high 
torque machining technologies

Italy

MAGNETI MARELLI SPA

Automotive Lighting

Italy

MEVIS SPA

Small metal parts productions, fasterners, springs production, 
stamping production, wire and pipe bending; weldings

Italy

BH ELECTRONICS SDN BHD

Contract Manufacturer; OEM on Wire Harness, Printed Circuit 
Board Assembly and Box Build Assembly.

Malaysia

BLOXWICH MALAYSIA SDN BHD

Automotive component & assembly manufacturer

Malaysia

DREAMEDGE SDN. BHD.

Digital engineering services and consultancy

Malaysia
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EKSKLUSIF MAKMUR SDN BHD

Design and fabrication of mold, tooling and die

Malaysia

EXCLUSIVE CONTENTS SDN BHD

Manufacturing of rubber compression molding, injection 
molding and extrusion products.

Malaysia

KCL METAL INDUSTRIES SDN BHD

Production of coilover suspension for motorsport use. 

Malaysia

KONG BROTHERS ENTERPRISE SDN BHD

Safe and formal shoes supply

Malaysia

KUMPULAN JEBCO (M) SDN BHD

Rubber Anti Vibration Component Developer & OEM 
Manufacturer for Automotive Industry

Malaysia

MARVEL ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY (M) SDN. BHD.

supply car speaker , system unit under OEM

Malaysia

MATRADE-MALAYSIA EXTERNAL TRADE DEVELOPMENT 

CORPORATION

National Trade promotion agency

Malaysia

MULTI - CODE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRIES (M) BERHAD

OEM automotive components manufacturer of Parking Sensors, 
Functional Switches, Power Window Regulators, Ignition Key Set 
Sysytem and Anti - theft and Keyless Entry System

Malaysia

PONG CODAN MARKETING SDN.BHD

Manufacturer of all kind of synthetic 7 natural rubber weather 
solid, sponge and strech metal rubber extrusion profile, glass 
running channel, textile reinforced hoses and technival moulded 
parts for automotive industry

Malaysia

SAPURA INDUSTRIAL BERHAD

We manufacture automotive parts for Aftermarket such as coil 
spring, stabilizer bar, engine oil, brake pads & performance disc 
brake.  Other than products, we also provide refurbishing of 
machineries.

Malaysia

SIPRO PLASTIC INDUSTRIES SDN BHD

Plastic Injection Molding & sub-Assembly components/ parts for 
Automotive industries. 

Malaysia

TONG YONG RUBBER (M) SDN. BHD.

Specializes in rubber manufacturing solutions for automotive 
technical rubber components.

Malaysia

WSA ENGINEERING SDN BHD

Manufacturing and trading of automotive interior parts and 
components 

Malaysia

WSA VENTURE AUSTRALIA (M) SDN BHD

design, manufacture and supply the automotive components 
focusing initially on the aesthetic interior trims, exterior 
tonnaeu covers and seat covers

Malaysia
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ADDICO

Design and production of polymer additives (chain extenders, 
coupling agents and surface energy modifiers)

Mexico

ADVANCE REAL ESTATE 2 S DE RL DE CV

Real Estate services in Bajio, Mexico

Mexico

AIRTEMP DE MEXICO, SA DE CV

Manufacturer of air cooling systems

Mexico

AIRTEMP DE MEXICO, SA DE CV

Design and manufacture Aluminum Heat Exchangers, Power 
Train Cooling SystemS, HVAC Modules. Plastic Components and 
A/C Kits for the Automotive & Truck Industry.

Mexico

ALKA USA INC.

Design and manufacturing of equipment for assembly and 
production lines: cranes, trolleys, lift tables

Mexico

BENEFICIADORA DE ALAMBRES Y METALES (GUANAJUATO)

Manufacture of screws and special fasteners for the 
automotive, electrical and appliance markets.

Mexico

BOMBARDIER RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS MEXICO

Manufacturing of Motors and Recreational Vehicles

Mexico

BOS AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS IRAPUATO SA DE CV

Manufactures and distributes innovative systems and 
components for the automotive industry.

Mexico

CELAY SA DE CV

Leader in technology, high performance products in the 
automotive industry.

Mexico

CITIUS CAPITAL SERVICIOS SC

Real Estate in Mexico.

Mexico

CROCSA CORPORATIVO

Top engineering and construction services to international 
corporations operating or seeking to establish operations in 
Mexico.

Mexico

CYGNUS MEXICO

Automated Test Equipments and  Manufacturing

Mexico

ELASTOMER SOLUTIONS MEXICO, S. DE RL DE CV

Elastomer Solutions Group develops, produces and distributes 
technical parts in rubber, rubber to plastic, thermoplastic, 
silicon and other polymeric materials

Mexico

EPKAMEX

Custom plastic injection molding.

Mexico
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FORZA GLOBAL SOLUTIONS, SA DE CV

Specializes in the design, development and manufacture of 
protection systems for automotive assembly lines, to reduce the 
cost of damage in any part of the process (Body-Paint-Assemble)

Mexico

GERGONNE PLASTICOS INDUSTRIALES, SA DE CV

Automotive adhesives.

Mexico

GERSA MONTERREY SA DE CV

Robotics, Automation, Key Project Management and 
Engineering (Staffing)

Mexico

GRUPO AMERICAN INDUSTRIES SA DE CV

Shelter services

Mexico

GUANAJUATO STATE GOVERNMENT - COFOCE

Promotion of the Automotive industry in Guanajuato

Mexico

HEMAQ

High precision machining cnc equipment, with full local support 
in sales, engineering and service

Mexico

INDUSPAC

Integrated Packaging

Mexico

KEIHIN DE MEXICO, SA DE CV

Production of engine control systems: Process in house: die 
casting, surface treatments, machining, welding, plastic 
injection, asse.

Mexico

KITAGAWA MEXICO SA DE CV

Iron casting parts for CVT's & Balance Shaft.

Mexico

MAGNEKON SA

Manufacture of magnet wire as well as enamels and varnishes.

Mexico

MANKIEWICZ MEXICO, S. DE RL DE CV

Manufacturers of high-quality coating systems for the general 
Industry, aviation and automotive markets worldwide.

Mexico

MAQUILADORA GRAFICA MEXICANA, SA DE CV

Labels, Gaskets, Printing, Printed box, Kits, Nameplastes and 
Insulators.

Mexico

METALISTIK SA DE CV

Provide of Services as Machining, Progressive Stamping, Jigs, 
Fixtures and Press Tooling.

Mexico

NOVATEC PAGANI SA DE CV

Manufacture of plastic boxes, pallets (pallets), buckets and 
poultry equipment, designed to meet the needs of its customers 
in the handling, distribution and storage of products.

Mexico
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PRODENSA SERVICIOS DE CONSULTORIA

Start-Up, Shelter and Integral Consulting Services for companies 
looking to expand their business and manufacturing footprint 
into Mexico.

Mexico

PROESA

A leading company in the application of anti-corrosive paint 
coatings on metallic and plastic parts

Mexico

PYA AUTOMOTIVE

Leading supplier specializing in the manufacture of Plastic, 
Rubber and Metal components for the automotive and safety 
industries.

Mexico

REMETEC

Precision machined components made out of steel, stainless 
steel, aluminum, brass, nodular and gray iron, exotic materials 
like titanium and inconel and manufacture them specially with 
CNC lathes.

Mexico

SERVICIOS VISTAMEX

We are a company dedicated to the injection of plastic parts 
and assembly for white goods sectors, automotive and 
appliances.

Mexico

TEKFOR MEXICO

Leading international manufacturer of molded parts for the 
automotive sector.

Mexico

TEKNO RC AUTOMOTIVE S. DE RL DE CV

Design, validation and production of rubber, metal-rubber 
components for NVH system with high temperature and 
durability resistance.

Mexico

TEMAPLAX

Plastic Injection.

Mexico

THYSSENKRUPP METALURGICA DE MEXICO, SA DE CV

Steering system manufacturer.

Mexico

TRISTONE FLOWTECH MEXICO

Manufacture of rubber hose assemblies which are used in the 
engine cooling and/or heating system in cars

Mexico

TUMUSA

Manufacturer of welded or seamless carbon steel tubes to be 
used in boilers, tube, heat exchangers, thermodynamic 
equipment, cold rolled tubes and automotive usage

Mexico

UNICAR MEXICANA SA DE CV

Innovative solutions in metal manufacturing

Mexico

VALEO SISTEMAS ELECTRICOS, SA DE CV (PLANTA SLP)

Mexico

VIAKON

Manufacture of wires and cables for the automotive industry.

Mexico
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WMP CONSULTING SERVICES

Tax, Accounting, Administration Services.

Mexico

PRONICARAGUA

Official investment promotion agency of the Government of 
Nicaragua.

Nicaragua

AUP - AUTOMAÇÃO DE UNIDADES DE PRODUÇÃO LDA

Solutions for car seats airbags: hypocamp and airbag logo 
assemby, fusible and decorative seam, 

Portugal

CEFAMOL

Portuguese Organisation promoting the moulds industry, 
technological research, professional work training and the 
exchange of technical and scientific information in Portugal and 
abroad (5 companies)

Portugal

DF - ELASTOMER SOLUTIONS PORTUGAL, LDA

Elastomer solutions (previous Diehl Elastomertechnik) produces 
rubber and plastic components mainly for the automotive 
industry

Portugal

GLN, ENGINEERING MOLDING AND PLASTICS, S.A.

Specialized in the manufacture of high precision molds for the 
plastics industry since 1988.

Portugal

GRUPO MOLDOESTE SA

Development, design and production of high precision injection 
molding tools and injection molded components

Portugal

GRUPO SOCEM

Manufacturing), Rapid Tooling, Mold Manufacturing, Surface 
Treatment, Production, Measuring Jigs/Fixtures, Mold 
Maintenance and Repairs

Portugal

MOLDEGAMA, S.A.

Injection moulding, 2K moulds (automatic rotational system, 
over moulding  and transference), gas assisted, IMD and IML

Portugal

PRIFER

Manufacturer of molds for the plastic, aluminium and zamak 
injecting industry

Portugal

RIBERMOLD, LDA

Production of thermoplastic injection and Die Casting Molds; 
Production of pre-series plastic parts

Portugal

ADE INNOVACION, FINANCIACION E INTERNACIONALIZACION 

EMPRESARIAL

Castilla y León Business Innovation, Financing and 
Internationalisation Agency

Spain

GRUPO ANTOLIN

Leading global supplier of components for vehicle interiors, 
offers its clients an Integral Service embracing the conception, 
design, development, manufacture and distribution of 
Overhead Systems, Doors and Seats

Spain

AUTONEUM HOLDING LTD

Acoustic and thermal management for vehicles: Autoneum 
develops and produces multifunctional and lightweight 
components and systems for noise and heat protection

Switzerland
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CHENG UEI PRECISION INDUSTRY CO., LTD

To provide our engineering design capabilities and factory 
manufacturing capacity for automotive connectors, cables and 
Elec. control module PCBA for Tier-1 customers 

Taïwan

JUMPLUX TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD

Promote Automotive USB MEDIA HUB solution and customzie 
ASIC service to U.S Automotive company.

Taïwan

LITE-ON TECHNOLOGY CORP.

Infotainment Sub-Modules, HUD Sub-Modules & ADAS sensors 
supplier

Taïwan

ALTAS KALIP VE PRES LTD.STI

We produce all Fine Cut Parts for OEM

Turkey

BURSA ORGANIZED INDUSTRIAL AUTOMOTIVE CLUSTER

BOSB Is the central hub point of automotive sector in Bursa -  It 
Provide support for its 55 members to integred them into the 
global industry and improve the range of their export market 

Turkey

DEMIRTAS ORGANIZED INDUSTRIAL ZONE

DOSAB Automotive Cluster has 21 members of Automotive 
Manufacturing Companies in its zone. Some of the companies 
also working on Aftermarket.

Turkey

ER-MIR TEKSTIL VE MAKINA LTD

Heat treatment

Turkey

FOMPAK AUTOMOTIVE PLASTICS AND INTERIORS

Production of Automotive plastic parts, assembly and JIT 
delivery for FIAT, MASERATI,RENAULT,FORD,PEUGEOT 
(Dashboard, Doorpanel,Roofshelf,Sunvisor,Headliner,Parcel 
Trays,Bumpers,Central Consol)

Turkey

HTS METAL KALIP OTOMOTIV YAN SAN.TIC.LTD.STI

Sheet metal parts production, Stamping parts production, 
Welded subassembly parts production, CNC laser cut and 
bended parts and Painted, assembled part production

Turkey

IMORTAS A.S.

Stamped,fine blanked,precision machined and ground 
mechanical components for 
gearbox,transmission,axle,engine,brake and driving systems

Turkey

KARIBU TURISM SEYAHAT DAN. TIC LTD STI

Agency to promote Bursa chamber of commerce

Turkey

KORÇIM METAL OTOMOTIV SAN. TIC. LTD STI.

Special and standart metal boxes, metal racks, transport and 
storage equipments

Turkey

MEKLAS OTOMOTIV ITHALAT-IHRACAT SAN. VE TIC. LTD. STI.

Manufacturing of Air Springs

Turkey

SAHINCE OTOMOTIV SAN. VE TIC. A.S.

Manufacturer of stamping parts such as chassis, air suspension, 
brake parts, panels, fenders for OEM and Tier 1.

Turkey
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A1 FASTENER, INC

Expertise in the automotive industry and a record of world-class 
service and quality, fasteners, stamping and machined parts

USA

ACTIA CORPORATION USA

Manufacturing of Vehicle Electronics, Diagnostics, and 
Telematics Solutions.

USA

ADVANTAGE AUSTRIA CHICAGO

Advantage Austria provides a broad range of intelligence and 
business development services for both Austrian companies and 
their international business partners.

USA

AIZOON USA, INC

SW development for embedded systems, ECU, connected 
vehicle and cybersecurity of connected car

USA

AMERICAN MITSUBA CORPORATION

Electrical components for 4-wheeled vehicles

USA

AMERICAN STANDARD CIRCUITS INC.

Total solution provider, manufacturing quality rigid, metal-
backed, flex and rigid-flex printed circuit boards as well as RF/ 
microwave PCBs to automotive, defense & aerospace markets in 
volumes from test and prototypes to large production orders

USA

ATCO INDUSTRIES INC

Warehouse, inspection and quality inspections services.

USA

AUTOHARVEST FOUNDATION

Web-based innovation ecosystem led by highly respected 
figures in the automotive and manufacturing industries

USA

AUTOMATION ALLEY

Technology business association and business accelerator 
dedicated to growing the economy of Southeast Michigan and 
enhancing the region’s reputation around the world

USA

BASF CORPORATION

BASF’s automotive solutions range from high performance 
plastics, coatings and fuel additives to catalysts, 

USA

BEKAERT CORPORATION

Steel and stainless flat wire and shapes, Spring and Bezinal 
spring wire for corrosion and coilability

USA

BENTELER AUTOMOTIVE CORPORATION

Automotive Parts Manufacturer

USA

BMAX USA

Leading provider of Magnetic Pulse (MP) systems for metal 
processing, occupying multiple sites world-wide

USA

BOURNS, INC., AUTOMOTIVE DIVISION

Leading role in the design, development and manufacturing of 
potentiometers and position sensors for automotive products. 
develops and designs an extensive range of customized 
automotive position, speed and torque sensors. 

USA
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BROSE NORTH AMERICA INC.

Brose is the world’s fifth-largest family-owned automotive 
supplier. Our mechatronic systems for doors, seats or electric 
motors and drives can be found in every second new vehicle 
around the world today.

USA

BUCYRUS PRECISION TECH, INC.

Manufacturer of automatic and manual transmission shafts, 
differential shafts, and rear suspension parts. We also 
manufactures shafts for Driveline and Steering Systems

USA

CAROLINA TECHNICAL PLASTICS CORP.

Company of the Wirthwein Group Germany. Leading 
manufacturer of high-quality plastic components of any kind

USA

CENTRACORE LLC

Designs and manufactures machined prototype and production 
castings and forgings in aluminum, iron and steel

USA

CG ONE, L.L.C.

Manufacture and sales of labels, tags, and thermal ribbons to 
the Automotive and Textile Industries

USA

CNI ENTERPRISES

CNI provides our customers with various interior trim 
components specializing in seat backs, cut and sew, and small 
parts assembly. CNI is a single “one stop shop” for interior trim 
parts

USA

CONTINENTAL AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS, INC.

Motor vehicle parts and accessories. Manufacturing.

USA

CONTITECH NORTH AMERICA

Rubber hoses

USA

DAKKOTA INTEGRATED SYSTEMS

Dakkota Integrated Systems manages the complete assembly 
and sequencing of integrated automotive interiors for original 
equipment manufacturers

USA

DELPHI CORPORATION

Delphi designs, engineers and manufactures a wide variety of 
components, integrated systems and modules

USA

DENSO INTERNATIONAL AMERICA, INC.

DENSO is one of the largest global automotive suppliers of 
advanced technology, systems and components

USA

EATON PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS

Eaton provides energy-efficient solutions that help our 
customers effectively manage electrical, hydraulic and 
mechanical power more efficiently, safely and sustainably

USA

EBMPAPST AUTOMOTIVE & DRIVES, INC.

Engineering Automotive, E-Motor´s, Cooling Systems, Seat 
Ventilation. Transmission: E-Pumps, Steering Systems, Break 
Systems.

USA

ENGINEERED PARTS SOURCING INC - EPS

EPS manufactures special cold formed parts and offers 
distribution and warehousing services

USA
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FAURECIA AUTOMOTIVE HOLDINGS INC

Faurecia North America supports four business groups: 
automotive exteriors, automotive interiors, automotive seating 
and emissions control technologies

USA

FCC NORTH AMERICA

Automatic transmissions systems. Motorcycles and automibiles 
clutch systems.

USA

FIAT CHRYSLER AUTOMOBILES US LLC

FCA, the seventh-largest automaker in the world, designs, 
engineers, manufactures and sells passenger cars, light 
commercial vehicles, components and production systems 
worldwide

USA

FIAT CHRYSLER AUTOMOBILES US LLC

FCA, the seventh-largest automaker in the world, designs, 
engineers, manufactures and sells passenger cars, light 
commercial vehicles, components and production systems 
worldwide

USA

FORD MOTOR COMPANY

Car Manufacturer. Ford cars offer the technology and safety you 
need on the road along with the fuel economy to keep you going

USA

FORD MOTOR COMPANY

Car manufacturer. Ford cars offer the technology and safety you 
need on the road along with the fuel economy to keep you going

USA

FUJI HEAVY INDUTRIES USA, INC.

Manufacture,repair and sales of passenger cars and their 
components.

USA

FUJI KIKO OF USA

Seat components, Steering columns

USA

GENERAL CARBIDE CORPORATION

General Carbide manufactures more than 50 grades of tungsten 
carbide for a variety of industrial wear and metal forming 
applications.

USA

HAVILAND PRODUCTS

Chemicals for industrial use: plating, surface treatment and 
other applications

USA

IMI USA - INTEGRATED MICRO ELECTRONICS

Global provider of electronics manufacturing services (EMS) and 
power semiconductor assembly and test services (SATS) 

USA

INCERTEC

Electroplating company.

USA

INGENICS CORPORATION

planning, optimization, and qualification projects to enhance 
the entire valueadded chainplanning, optimization, and 
qualification projects to enhance the entire valueadded chain

USA

INGUN USA, INC

Precision testing for 40 years quality through precision - 
developing, manufacturing and selling testing equipment for 
various fields

USA
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INSERTECH LLC

Insert Injection Molding

USA

JETRO

JETRO, or the Japan External Trade Organization, is a 
government-related organization that works to promote mutual 
trade and investment between Japan and the rest of the world.

USA

KC JONES PLATING

Plating, engineering and metal finishing

USA

KERN-LIEBERS USA

Strip springs, stamped-bent parts, wire springs, clamping rings, 
textile machine parts

USA

KEY SAFETY SYSTEMS

Advanced safety products engineered for global automotive 
market

USA

KOMET GROUP

Cutting tools and tooling packages, process monitoring systems

USA

KOMURA TECH - KURODA ELECTRIC USA

An independent trading firm specializing in electronics, pushing 
forward with a globalstrategy and cooperative creativity 
empowered by expert manufacturing capabilities

USA

KOOPS, INC

Designs and builds custom, automated, manufacturing 
equipment and robotic cells

USA

KSPG GROUP

First-tier supplier to the automotive industry we are strong in 
the product and component segments air supply, emission 
control and pumps as well as in the development, manufacture 
and aftermarket supply of pistons, engine blocks, and plain 
bearings

USA

LAKESIDE CASTING SOLUTIONS

Design assistance, prototyping, tool builder, production of zinc 
castings

USA

LEAR CORPORATION

Automotive seating and electrical systems

USA

LIGHTHOUSE ELECTRONICS PROTECTION

Low pressure overmolding to protect electronic assemblies. A 
dimer acid based polyamide resin is flowed over the assembly in 
a mold at low pressure. The resin hardens in ~1mn & the result 
is an encapsulated assembly that is immediately ready to test

USA

MAHLE BEHR TROY INC

Production of thermal products

USA

MAHLE FILTER SYSTEMS NORTH AMERICA, INC.

Filter products

USA
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MARKETING AND ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS (MES)

High Die Castings, Squeeze Die Casting, Investment Casting, 
Permanent Mold Casting, Forgings, AL extrusion, and Rubber / 
Plastic Injection Molding

USA

MARTINREA INTERNATIONAL INC.

USA

MATRADE (NEW YORK) OFFICE

government agency

USA

MBDA BUSINESS CENTER - DETROIT

Minority business development administration - US department 
of commerce

USA

MENAWAT & CO

Menawat & Co. works with small to large businesses in 
manufacturing and service industries to improve their EBITDA 
performance using ProFIT-MAP™ — a Predictive Operational 
Analytics solution

USA

MICHIGAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION (MEDC)

MEDC is a public-private partnership serving as the state's 
marketing arm and lead agency for business

USA

MS PRECISION COMPONENTS LLC

Machining and assembly of aluminum housings, rocker arms, 
rocker arm systems, valve bridges, valve-trains

USA

MÜLLER BBM VIBROAKUSTIK SYSTEME

Offers high-performance tools for any sound and vibration 
related technological application. In multi-channel 
measurement and data acquisition technologies we rank among 
the global market leaders

USA

MULTICRAFT SARGOMMA

Automotive switches, sensors and harnesses

USA

NATIONAL RENEWABLE ENERGY LABORATORY

Fundamental science, new clean technologies, integrated 
energy systems that power our lives

USA

NYE LUBRICANTS INC

Leader in the innovation, formulation and provision of synthetic 
lubricants, enabling and improving breakthrough products and 
critical new technologies

USA

P3 NORTH AMERICA, INC.

Operations Consulting Services

USA

PANASONIC NORTH AMERICA

Electonics components: capacitors, resistors, relays, wireless 
connectivity, sensors, semi-conductors

USA

PAULO PRODUCTS COMPANY

Heat treatment, brazing, metal finishing

USA
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PETERSON SPRING

Designs, manufactures and supplies springs, snap-rings, wire 
forms, clips, clamps, stampings, and a variety of sub-assemblies

USA

PLASMO USA

Global high-tech provider of automated quality inspection 
systems for the manufacturing industry

USA

PPG AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY CENTER

PPG offers a portfolio of innovative technologies for all coatings 
on the vehicle, from pretreatment, electrocoat, primer, 
basecoat, clearcoat, adhesives, sealants, and liquid applied 
sound deadeners and specialty product

USA

PRIDGEON & CLAY INC. (MI)

Design and manufacture of metal stampings and assemblies for 
the automobile industry

USA

QTA

Industrial Supplies- cutting tools, MRO, abrasives, maintenance, 
fluids, engineering, and consulting for machining

USA

RAPID GLOBAL BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

RGBSI is a premier provider of vendor management solutions, 
staffing & recruiting services, payroll services, and engineering 
services to clients around the world

USA

RÖCHLING AUTOMOTIVE NORTH AMERICA

Motor vehicle parts and accessories. Manufacturing.

USA

SET ENTERPRISES

Supplier of metal processing services to the automotive 
industry: blanking, slitting and warehousing of metal products

USA

SIEBENWURST US INC

Germany's leading model and mould manufacturer

USA

SIEMENS PLM

Siemens offers a comprehensive range of products, systems and 
solutions across all steps of the automotive manufacturing, as 
well as customized solutions for infrastructure.

USA

SMK ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

Electronics Manufacturing.

USA

SPRING TECHNOLOGIES INC.

Editor of NCSIMUL , a G-Code simulation solution designed to 
eliminate machining errors and collisions.

USA

TECHBA MICHIGAN

Support to internationalization of small and medium sized 
technology-based mexican companies with innovative value 
propositions

USA

THE OFFSHORE GROUP

Manufacturing support service: We offer foreign companies the 
means to carry out their own manufacturing operations in 
Mexico under a business model commonly known as a shelter

USA
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TI AUTOMOTIVE

Fuel carrying systems and fuel tank

USA

TRANS-MATIC MANUFACTURING

Contract manufacturing of deep draw metal stampings and 
assemblies

USA

TRELLEBORG VIBRACOUSTIC

Providing NVH products to automotive OEMS and Tier Ones

USA

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

US Commercial Service automotive team

USA

UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION

Our global businesses power the aerospace and building 
systems industries

USA

UPSTATE SC ALLIANCE

Economic development entity promoting multi-county regions 
within the state of South Carolina

USA

VALEO ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS, INC

Valeo proposes innovative products and systems that contibute 
to the reduction of CO2 emissions, improvement of vehicule 
performance and development of intuitive driving

USA

VOLUME GRAPHICS INC.

With Volume Graphics software, you can analyze and visualize 
industrial computed tomography (CT) data

USA

WEBASTO ROOF SYSTEMS INC.

Development and production of entire roof systems as well as 
heating and air-conditioning systems for cars of almost all car 
makers worldwide.

USA

WEBCO INDUSTRIES - PJ TUBE

North America’s foremost provider of innovative Carbon and 
Stainless speciality tubing solutions for automotive industry. 
Automotive and heavy-duty truck component manufacturers 
depend on our wide range of specialty, precision steel tubing 
products

USA

WERMA USA INC.

One of the world's leading companies in the design and 
manufacture of optical and audible signal devices commonly 
known as beacons and sounders

USA

WERTH INC.

Original equipment manufacturer of high-precision, high 
accuracy optical & multi-sensor coordinate measuring machines 
(CMMs)  

USA

WESCAST INDUSTRIES (UNITED MACHINING INC.)

Wescast is the largest global manufacturer of cast exhaust 
manifolds and turbocharger housings for passenger cars and 
light trucks

USA

WHITFORD CORPORATION

Powder and fastener coatings for automotive applications.

USA
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X-RAY LAB

Provide Consulting and analytical services for Automotive, 
Aerospace, Marine, and Medical Device industries using X=ray 
Inspection in 2D, 2.5D and 3D CT (computed tomography) for 
Quality control and analysis

USA

ZF

Transmissions: Manual and automatic transmissions for 
passenger cars, trucks, buses and special vehicles; continuously 
variable transmissions for passenger cars; hydrodynamic and 
hydrostatic power-shift transmissions for agricultural and 
construction

USA
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